


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































　Sai On was a great statesman who ushered in the “second prosperous era” of the 
Ryukyu Kingdom. A preeminent statesman, he was also a thinker with a distinct 
philosophy and environmental perspective. As a thinker of ethics, Sai On had a firm 
Confucian ideology that supported the Ryukyu Kingdom and its feudal class system. 
At the same time, he practiced universal humanism based on the spirit of mutual 
assistance. As an environmental thinker, he was strongly influenced by geomancy 
from Fuzhou, China, and he flexibly adapted that idea to the unique natural features 
of the Ryukyu Kingdom for the purpose of conserving forests and fostering timber 
resources there. Before he appeared on the political scene, vast tracts of the kingdom 
had been deforested for sugar production, castle maintenance and repair, and the 
building of government-owned ships and other ships. The timber resources were 
severely depleted. With that situation in mind, he conducted multiple long-term 
surveys of government-administered forests that were harvested for timber. His 
efforts bore fruit in the form of Eight Volumes on Ryukyu Forest Administration , 
a work that was based on his surveys and that included documents, laws, and 
regulations concerning forest conservation, forest cultivation, and techniques and 
policies for the sustainable supply of timber. Few others in the world who have held a 
leading position in a kingdom have produced similar achievements. The achievements 
of Sai On should be explicitly recognized in Japan’s history of environmental thought 
and environmental conservation, as his remarkable results are comparable to those 
of Kumazawa Banzan, Japan’s greatest political theorist and an environmental 
thinker in Japan proper during the Edo period. This study aims to summarize the 
characteristics and significance of Sai On’s ideas on forest administration in light of 
his ideas on geomancy and ethics.
Keywords:  Confucian ideology, spirit of mutual assistance, ideas of geomancy and ‘qi’, 
windings of mountainous terrain as ‘qi’ passage, embraced protection for 
preventing loss of forest ‘qi’
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